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.JOtJBNil OF BJDLICAL LITERATU:BE 

THE ORIGINAL TEXT OF 2 K. 20 1-11 - L 38 1, a, 21 r. 

KEMPER FULLERTON 
OBDLDI GB.AlllJATE BCROOL OJ' THEOLOGY 

THE major difficulties in the parallel accounts of the miracle 
of the so-called sun-dial of Ahaz are sufficiently obviollB 

and have often been discussed 1• 

ff ~i K. 1 'J:l!l rnwl"I ~, 

G. retranslated . .,:, 
H. or I. 11 'ti:~ 

I Table I 
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Table II 
K, e-i1-I. 1-111 

A. Hebrew 
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J. B b - lffl' '\1'1' l'n~J'Cl l'llm in w,er., ::l°t',l 
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1) The cure, K. 7, precede& the assurance orthe cure. This has 
long been felt to be an unnatural sequence. 

2) The declarative statement, K. • •, This shall be a sign -, 
is followed by the offer of an alternative: Which of two kinds 
of sign does Hezekiah pref er? (K. • b), The incongruity of these 
two clauses has also been increasingly felt in recent times. 

3) The equivalents of K. 7 and B (the cure of Hezekiah, and 
the king's request for a sign) are found in Isaiah after the offer 
of the sign (L 21 and 22) instead of before it as in K. So far 
as the request for a sign is concerned (L 22 - K. s), its position 
after the sign has been given is manifestly impossible. 8o Car 
as the prescription of the fig poultice and Hezekiah's cure are 
concerned (K. 7 - L 21) their position after the sign in I. would 
be better than their position before it in K., were it not that 
the text of L 21 no longer refers to the cure but only to the 
prescription. The result is that there is no reference at all in 
Isaiah to the cure, except the incidental one in the title of the 
interpolated poem of Hezekiah (L s) which is not a part of the 
narrative. Thus the advantage that might have been secured by 
the transposition of the equivalent of K. 7 to the end of the 
narrative, after the sign, is forfeited by the alteration of the text. 
In K. the cure is in the wrong place; in Lit is omitted altogether 
Crom the narrative 2• 

B.Greek 
K. e-10 • Like H. except npd,rmu-v._, instead Tm. at v. tb 

. { m..,. ~ ~., ,..,_ .,,., 11. 
K. 11 retranalat10n of G. n,'m, ,_, l!'Jina ____ mml 'nn :a,, 

11 
b 

{ 
11 • Kai 1{11,,,,rr,, 'Btndas o .. ,.,,,,,,,,.,,, .... .,,,_ 

K. 11 (G.) 11 b Kai lritrTpq,o -i, .-aa b 71lit d,,,{J,,8/dU dr ni 6nnt Illa~ 

I. e• Retranalation of G. ~r.'I ':I•~~ m'm, ,n lTl'I' in lfflJDo,'nl'tll'IID'.u:t 
variant - - - »n n-rr .,... m',i,a ._ IIDIIII ::rn -

L e• G. M ryw '"pl'°' rip, •w n.,, Ull{JalJ,._,, oOr llllft/Jrl nut aim Ull{JalJ/IM 
nD or-, nD '"""p6' .,..,, o ~ - (variant) UWTpl,/,e, m ~ nolr 
Mn uafJ"'pd,r. 

I. e 11 Retranalation of G. ',s, lTl'I' ,1111 - m'mi ,n 111:r.1 --
L ab G. Xal ulfhl 6 fP,,or ...., Illa ucp,.s,..,,. oOr m:rlf¾rl ,j .-m. 

2 I have found only one commentator who baa the hardihood to defend 
the originality of both K. 1 and a and L II and II in their pnNnt fOl'IIUI, 

Alexander of :Princeton suggests that L 11, D are a fi.nit draft by laaiall 
himself, appended as a kind of after-thought, wherea■ K. 7 and 8 
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4) Finally, in addition to the above major difficulties within 
each of the two narratives, their relationship to each other 
also presents a serioUB problem. In K. the sign is given at the 
request of Hezekiah, and, further, the king is given a choice 
between two alternatives. In I. the prophet offers the sign of 
his own accord and defines the precise nature of it himself, no 
choice being allowed. The eolutionoftheabo,idifficultiespropoaed 
by Stade 8, and to be described hereafter, has been the one com
monly adopted with but alight variations since his day'. Thie 
solution in its main outlines I believe to be the correct one. 
What follows is an attempt to clear up more completely, if 
1>os■ible, the puzzling problems presented by the texts of the 
parallel accounts and thus to strengthen Stade's main critical 
conclusions. 

I 

ON THE TEXT OF THE SIGN, K. 9-11-I. 1, s. 

1) The verb ,',n at K. e b is in a very harsh construction. Il 
it is retained, the sentence can be naturally translated only: 
The shadow has gone down ten steps6

• But in that case 

represent a revi•ion by the aame author. It would IClll'Cel.y be worth 
while to mention this curiosity were it not that thie ancient apologetio 
trick i1 being reintroduced by 10me of our moat up-to-date modern 
commentaton. See Han, Schmidt at I. I. 111, 19, 

a ZATW 1886 P· 183 ft'. 
• Qf. Duhm, Dillmam,, Marti, Cheyne (I11tro.), H. Schmidt, Eiaafeldt (in 

Kautzech •) Kittel (.Kiillige), :Benzmger. lleinbold (Je,ajaerliilillfflgen, 
p. 6-8), while adoptiDg certain 1ugge1tiona of Stade, gives an elaborato 
reconatruction of the text which forfeit, some of the main advantagea 
0£ Stade'• criticiam and which doe■ not seem to me to do jutice to the 
textual evidence. 

• I shall preserve the translation •step•" for mJID everywhere in 
Kings and Iaaiah. But it must be remembered that it is uaed with two 
11ighUy difl'erent ahadea of meaning. It ia used u an accu■ative of 
measurement £or the dntance which the sun or the 1hadow ■eems to 
move (i, e. degrees), and also for the apparatua upon which or by which 
this apparent motion i1 indicated. Just what the exact nature of thia 
apparatus is cennot now be ascertained. The translation BDndial goes 
back to the Targum. The two shades of meaning just noted are 
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the sentence does not agree with what follow11, which very 
clearly implies that an alternative has been offered. H ~ is 
preserved, the Cllt clanse conld scarcely have followed. Stade 
conjectures that some such clanse as m~ ._, IT'ff'IM :&"I 
once stood in place of the Cllt clanse8• But it seems much 
simpler to emend to VJf. 

2) At v. 11 b the text is again suspicious. a) As it stands, ~. 
which is elsewhere masculine, mUllt be the subject of the feminine 
verb l'n'T'. b) The phrase, mM lmJ0, baa every appearance 
of being a glo11S to the preceding ~ c) B omit.a the rela
tive clause and Syro-hex obolizea it, though it is retained by A. 
The exact phrase, rrrr 'WM ~, is found at the end of 
I. 8 b where rJCrt, is the 111bject, which at times is feminine. 
Accordingly, Kittel (Kooige) proposes to delete it and read: 
And he caused the shadow to return on the steps of Ahaz back
wards ten steps. On the other hand, the e~.~~• •••• ""Int 
fflM, also occun in I. s, though preceded by n instead of 
~ and in accordance with this Dillmann wonld reject the 
entire relative claose and read: Anll he causell the shadow to 
return on the steps backward ten steps. Thia reading is to be 
preferred since it bas the support of 6. But there is one draw
back to it. The first ~. which refers to the a,paratus 
and not to the distance, is left undefined. What steps are re
ferred to? But whether just the steps or the steps of Ahaz are 
read, in either case the sudden introduction of the apparatus 
to measure the motion of the shadow at the end of the narra
tit'e is certainly curioUB. H the first im,m is left standing, it 
is a11 allusio11 to something not i11 K.'s narrative but of which 
the reader is already aware. But it is po8811ile that the entire 
phrase, mM .... ~. is a confusion of the two separate 
clauses in I. e from which it has been taken, and the original 
text of Kings read: And he caused the shadow to retun& back
wards ten steps. 

indicated in the • text of K. where d,a{J,,8- in the INlllN ol • flight of 
step• or ataira, varie■ with fl,,8/Mlllf, probably to be taken in the ■eme 
of step1, meaning degree■ (grad111). 

• Stade, Di 
1 So I, Targ., Syr., and Theniua (alternatively), Kloat., Kittel, Memh. 
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In that case the apparatus would not be mentioned in Kings 
but only in Isaiah. Text of K. 9 b -11 would then read: 

Shall the shadow go (forward) ten stei,s or shall it return ten 
steps? And Hezekiah said: It is a light thing for the shadow to 
decline ten steps; nay, hut the 1hadow aball return backward, ten 
steps. And Isaiah the prophet called unto Jahweh and he caused 
the abadow to return ( on the steps?) backwards ten steps. 

In this text there is a reference only to the shadow. Its 
movements are described by the words l'l"I, i'ml and n"liMM :,.'II', 
and rrb,0 is regularly taken of the measure of the shadow's 
motion. But the text is by no means self-explanatory. What 
is the shadow to which reference is made? What are the steps? 
The glosa, alone, at v. 11 h tell.A 11s. Even if the first ~ is 
read, the passage is still allusive, though in this case the allusion 
is expressed rather than implied. The importance of this pe• 
culiarity of the probably original text will appear later8

• 

3) The last thing to be noted in K. is the impossible sequence 
between v. 9 a and 9 h 1

. Since the exact form of K. 9 a ia found 
at I. 1, with the exception of the introductory 1, it might be 
thought that K. 9 a was taken from Isaiah, juat as the gloss in 
v. 11 was taken from Isaiah. But the introduction of the gloss 
from Isaiah in v. 11 is intelligible; it seeks to make good an 
omission in the present text. The introduction of -v. 9 a from 
Isaiah would be unintelligible, for it creates a needless diffi.. 
culty with what follows. The significance of this, already 
pointed out by Stade, will be noticed later. 

II 
THE TEXT OF I. s 

The present text of I. e can no more be correct than the 
present text of K. e-11. 

• When Thenius conjecturally introduces WDlr.l out of Iaaiab ae the 
subject of lTn" and retain■ the relative clause, be sees what mnat have 
approximated to the original text in laaiah, but he fails to eee that the 
phrasing of the two texts in Isaiah and Kings waa originally very diatinct. 
When Klostermann sees in~ account a commentary on I.'• account, be i1 
on the right track, hut be fails to draw the proper text-critical inferences. 
A part of this •commentary' ia due to gloSBing of K.'s original text. 

• Thenius failed to observe this, but Stade and Klostermann point it 
out, and when once aeen it ia inescapable. 
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1) In the first place the present position of~ is stylisti
cally intolerable. 2) In the next place the i:elationship of the 
movement of the sun to the movement of the ahadow is puzzling. 
They both seem to go down together. What kind of an apparatus 
is it on which the shadow goes down as the nn goes down? 
All sorts of speculations have been indulged in in order to 
answer this question10

• But any explanation baaed on so un
certain a text will be itself doubtful 

3) Again, the phrase, •shadow of the steps', is a cnriou one. 
If it is original, the apparatus is thought of. But where the 
apparatus is thought of the preposition ::1 accompanies it (the 
shadow on the steps). 4) In the present ten !;,J must again be 
the subject of the feminine verb ;,-n". 6) Finally, v. 8 b is not 
uniform with v. ea. V. 8 a says the shadow would return. V. 8 b 
says the sun returned. Even if it were more certain than it is 
that the motions of the shadow and the sun were the aame, and 
that the descent of the one implied the descent of the other, it 
is not in accordance with ordinary Hebrew usage to have answer
ing clauses so differently worded. 

H anything were needed to confirm our suspicions of the 
present text a glance at the versions would suffice. But for
tunately they also furnish us with the clues to a suitable recon
struction. 

a) Ci BM A Qr, Targum, and Arabic read 11017;, for~ and 
make it the subject of ;,-n'l11

• This helps the grammar, but the 
position of 11011m as subject of ;,-n" is still intolerable and 
further emendation is necessary. Duhm and Eissfeldt delete 
•the steps of Ahaz', but this is against the textual evidence. 
MAQr remove 1'1011 to its proper position immediately after 
the verb, and this evidence is followed by Marti. But the 
transposition looks too much like a correction, and against it is 

u The moat likely ia that of Knobel, who thinb or a collllllJl atand
ing on the top of a rounded elevation surrounded by step■ which lead 
up to the base or the column. The 11111 going down in the W eat would 
cause the ahadow of the column to lengthen or go down the nep1 on 
the Eaat of the billock. 

11 Thia ii followed by Olahauaen, Di., Dohm, Marti, Cheyne, M:einh., 
Hana Schmidt, aud practically by Ei■areldt. 
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the evidence for the present position of £'m in B and the 
Targum. 

I suggest that rn:,r,:, originally stood where ~ stands now, 
the latter word having been mistakenlJ introduced from K. 
After ~ had supplanted rn:,r,:,, the true reading was noted on 
the margin and came from there into the text at the wrong 
place. It was then emended to 111:lW::1 in order to bring the 
movement of the sun into relationship to the movement of the 
shadow. This emendation has the support of a most interesting 
variant still retained in B. I will turn back the sun ten steps. 
Whether this is a real variant or. a very ancient correction, I am 
not prepared to say. But it is certainly on the right track, for 
when rn:,r,:, is once substituted for », the difficulties of the 
text can at once be cleared up, and the true relationship of 
K.'a text to I.'a becomes clear. 

a) The symmetry which once must have existed between v. ea 
and v. e b is now restored (Behold I will cause the sun to return 
....... And the 1mn returned). b.) The subject of~ is now 
unquestionably and properly the sun. c) When •sun' is once 
substituted for 'shadow' at v. ea, all reference to the movement 
of the shadow in I. is deleted 11

, and consequently all confusion 
between the movement of the shadow and the movement of the 
sun is avoided. d) Finally the singular phrase, 'shadow of the 
steps', is also avoided, and at the same time another distinction 
between K.'s text and l.'a text is revealed. If~:, once ■tood 
where ~ now ■tands, it is clear that m',pc no longer refers to 
the apparatus but to the measure of the motion and must be 
accnsative not genitive. The clause would now read: Behold I 
1t'ill cause the sun to return the steps which it has gone down 
on the steps of Ahaz backit'ards te11 stepsu. I suggest again that 
the phrase, •backwards ten ■teps', is a gloss out of K., and 

12 I incorrectly adch ,) o-a4 at the ud of the nrae. 
11 Knobel and Bredenkamp had already taken m~mn aa accnaative of 

e11tent of ■paee and not genitive bot clearly incorrectly ao long aa i,, 
1ra1 read. Gothe and Marti ■ought to avoid their difficnlty by emend
ing to 'Tin. The last 1tep ia to sobstitote wi,r., for 'n for the reaaona 
given above. I arrived at this solotion before I became acquainted with 
Ei11feldt's similar emendation. 
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originally the number of steps was mentioned only in v. e b. 14 

Accord;.·gly, the original text of I. e will read as follows: 
Behold I ..:u canN the son to retorn the etepa which it bu gone 

down on the steps or Ahaz; and the 100 retorned ten 11fep1 on the 
steps on which it had gone down. 

When the two texts are thna relieved of the vario111 accretiona 
due to their influence upon each other, their true relationship 
to each other can be o.t once seen. K. is dealing .-~th the 
shadow, I. with the sun. K. speaks of the shadow going (for
ward) or declining or returning backwards ten steps. I. speab 
of the sun going down or returning ten steps, and we are no 
longer obliged to relate the way in which the motion of the 
shadow ia described to the way in which the motion of the sun 
is described. i& 

So far as the miracle itseH ia concemed, there is no differ
ence in principle between the two representations. One ia 
fundamentally as miraculous as the other, as Hitzig long ago 
observed. But K.'s reference to the shadow ia more precise 
than I.'s reference to the sun. As we have just seen, if the 
sun's motion ia connected with an apparatus for measuring it, 
this can •lnly be done by the movement of a shadow on the 
apparatus. The motion which is loosely described in I. as the 
sun's is more precisely described in K. as the 1hadow's. In 
this particular K. would seem to be distinctly secondary, and 
Klostermann is right in speaking of K. in this connection as 

u The variant in B reads: Bdoltl I llliU call8e tie 81111 to rdw,a tie 
Ult 1tep1 111Aicl it 1iaa g<me dovnl. If this reading be adopted, the pbrue, 
mJD .,., ll'J"VIII, becomes even more ohviooaly a gloaL Bot the laat 
that n,'ml .., in v. ab is without the article, and the fee\ that the 
inaertion of ; ten• with mm, in v. s a can 10 euily be accoooted for, 
favor the view that the number of steps was originally onspecilied in 
v. ea. 

11 It ia true that in I. an apparatus ia mentioned upon which the 
declension of the eon ie in eome way indicated, and this coold, of coOJW, 
only be done by the movement ol a shadow. Bot the point ia that in 
the corrected te:11t of I. only the apparent motion of the eon i■ de1cn"bed. 
It goea down or goea back. Tbe actual movement of the shadow ia not 
deecn"bed. Above all, it is not stated that the shadow goes down with 
the ■on. 
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being a kind of commentary upon L K. is again more precise 
than I. in reading ::1\1:1, with Jahweh as subject. The allusive 
character of K., which has been already noted, is also beat 
explained by the supposition that it was depending upon a story 
whose details were well known. "The Steps" in K. are, o{ 
course, the well-known steps of Ahaz mentioned in I., as the 
gloasator is careful to remind the reader. 

The secondary character of K. is further seen in the alter
native which is offered to Hezekiah. Whereas K. 9 a - I. 7 is 
in entire agreement with L's formulation of the sign, it is in 
violent disagreement '\\ith K.'a formulation. But we have already 
seen that K. 9 a cannot be regarded as a gloss out of I. like 
the gloss in K. 11. K. e must have been a part of the original 
account of the sign which once stood also in K., and in which 
no choice was offered to the king. Thia account has been 
displaced by the present form o{ the sign in K. e b-11. 18 The 
purpose of this modification was not primarily to increase the 
miraculous character of the sign as Stade supposed, 17 though 
it possibly does do that to a limited extent, but to suggest a 
contrast between the pio111 son Hezekiah, who asks for a sign 
and accepts one of two alternatives proposed, and the impious 
father, Ahaz, who refused to make a choice when Isaiah made 
a similar offer to him of a sign in htiaven above or earth 
beneath.18 

m 
ON THE TEXT AND ORIGINAL POSITION OF 

K. 1 - I. 21 

The Hebrew Text of K. 1, in spite of its position, can only 
naturally be interpreted as an historical statement. The occur
rence of 1Ml"' after the imperative ,np makes this clear. The 
verse cannot be translated: Take a cake of figs and let them 

11 The uaual view aince Stade. Earlier echolara, e. g. Gea., Hit1., De., 
Brdk., regard L 1.1 a later abbreviated form. 

n So al■o Du., Marti, Cheyne, Di. 
II Cf.71011. 
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take a11d place ... but only: Take a cake of figs a11d they took 
and placed . . . 11 

1) "But when K. 7 ia carefully examined, the question arisea 
whether it is quite complete. Isaiah tells certain penons who 
are undefined to take a fig-cake, but he does not tell them 
what to do with it. Thia can only be inferred Crom what they 
did do. They laid it on the boil and the king recovered. Thia 
in itseIC might not be so important, for, though the symmetry 
of the vene is marred by the omission, it ii yet sufficiently 
intelligible as it stands. But the fact that the remaining textual 
evidence makes good the omission is important, though its 
significance has been ignored by critics and commentators. 6, 
followed by the Syriac, interprets v. 7 as a command and a 
promise, and not, as jj does, as a command and a fulfilment. 
Observe that, on the basis of this interpretation of the ten, 
inpi, is correctly omitted in fi B, though incorrectly BUpplied 
again by the incorrect Corm wiµ.,/,8,, [n,.l, Hoph.1] in A and 
Syro-hex. fj also reads '10"11"1 as an imperative in agreement 
with ,np. On the other hand. the Syriac supports the Targum's 
reading 'll"lr (juss.) in place of 'll'IJ' in agreement with the 
jUBBives that follow. As the imperative followed by the j1188ive 
is iu this instance awkward, the Targum and Syriac probably • 
preserve the true reading at this point. The ~ of ~ conld 
easily have dropped out after the preceding i. 

The passage would then read: And Isaiah said, Let thewt 
take a cake of figs a11d lay it on the boil and 11e u·ill recover. 
That the testimony of 6 and Syriac to this Corm oC the text 
of K. 7 has been so little heeded is probably due to the fact 
that it was so easy to explain this Corm as a tendency change 
made in order to effect a smoother transition to what follows. 
But that this conception of the text once actually stood in the 
Hebrew is surprisingly confirmed by the text of I. 21, and it 
is the significance of this point that commentators, with the 
exception of Klostermann, have strangely overlooked. In order 
properly to appreciate it, the difficult problem of the origin and 
original text of I. 21 must next be considered. 

u The Targum and Vulgate support the Hebrew, but the Targum 
1upplies the interesting variant, l"F" (ju11ive), for ,np. 
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2) The origin of I. 21 (and ~2). 

The present position of these verses is, as we have already 
seen, absurd. But how is it to be accounted for? Three ex
planations have been offered. 

a) I. 21 and 22 originally stood between I. 6 and 7 (- K. 8 

and 9), that is, they occupied the same position in I. as their 
equivalents, K. 7 and 8, occupy in K., and their transposition 
to their present position was owing to deliberation. According 
to Hitzig, who expounds this theory at length, 20 the editor of 
I. is revising K., partly in the interest of brevity. In this 
interest the editor of I. left out the words in K. 5 which refer 
to Hezekiah's going up to the house of the Lord (cf. I. 5). 
Therefore he was obliged to leave out at the same time K. 8 

which refers to this sentence in K. 5. But when once K. s is 
omitted, K. 7 would come to stand in an unfortunate position 
between the promise to Hezekiah in K. 6 and its guarantee by 
the sign in K. 0, in both of which verses Hezekiah is directly 
addressed, whereas in K. 7 he is not. The deletion of K. 7 

would also remove the difficulty that the cure was referred to 
before the sign was asked or given. The gap thus occasioned 
between L & and 7 is closed up by the insertion of the 1 at 
the beginning of v. 7. But the editor of I. did not intend to 
omit the equivalents of K. 7 and s altogether, and ao he later 
introduces them into their present position at the end of the 
narrative. 

But if the object of leaving these verses out in the first 
place was the desire to abbreviate, it is difficult to see why 
the editor should afterwards put them in again. The theory of 
a conscious omission and later reintroduction of the verses by 
the same person is so artificial and improbable that it has been 
abandoned by practically all subsequent writers. 

b) According to a second view, vs. 21 and 22 originally stood 
between vs. & and 7, but were accidentally omitted and after
wards added on the margin, from which place they came into 
their present impossible position in the text. 11 The difficulty 

20 Cf. alao Vitringa and Lowth. 
21 So Ge,., Theniu1, Delitzach. 
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with this theory is that no gap is discernible between I. • and 7 

in which VB. 21 and 22 in their present form could be inserted. 
On the contrary the closest possible connection between VB. a 
and 1 is established by means of the m at the beginning of 
v. 7. 11 

Both the above theories are based upon the assumption, 
which was the usual one up to the time or Stade and Kloster
mann, that L is an abridgment of K., and that the sign was 
given in the form of the K. text. But we have already seen 
that this assumption is almost certainly incorrect and in so far 
as these theories are based on this assumption, they are also 
exposed to suspicion, even apart from their inherent difficulties. 
Yet an element or truth may be fonnd in them, as we shall 
see hereafter. 

c) According to the third theory, vs. 21 and 22 are marginal 
corrections to I. based upon K.' s text. a It is nsually supposed 
that when the sign was added, K. 7 was omitted from the 
account as being, in it.II present position, inconaistent with the 
sign. u In other words the omission of the equivalent of K. 7 

was purposed. On the other hand, the omission of the equivalent 
of K. 8 was not purposed, for, as we have seen, no equivalent 
or K. s ever stood in L So far as v. 22 is concerned, this 
theory is undoubtedly correct. V. 22 never could have stood in 
the original Isaiah text, for it refers to Hezekiah's going up to 
the house of J ahweh which is found only in K. L 22 is there
fore a patent abbreviation of K. s; and since K. s belongs to 
the e:a:pansion of the earlier Isaiah text, this allusion to K. B at 
L 22 must belong to the very latest accretions to I. 

But the relationship of L 21 to K. 7 presents a more difficult 
problem. It has the two variants iM'1' and IT"ID", the latter 

n According to Geaeniua thia , -• either added by a lat.er copyist 
in order to cloae up the gap oauaed by the omiuion oC ve. 11 and a, 
or the original editor may have at first dehllerately int.ended to omit 
n. 11 and II and therefore added the ,. Later, he changed hi■ mind 
and appended the deleted veraea to the margin, from which they found 
their way by meana of later copyiata into their preaent poaition ! 

u So Knobel, Brdk., Stade, Di., Du., Marti, Che., Eiaafeldt. 
i, So Stade, Di., Du., Che. 
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an a. :\.., and above all it has the conception of K. 7 as a 
command and promise, i. e. jussive& are read throughout; and 
the ,np, of K., which shows that the last clauses are to be 
interpreted historically, is omitted. It is commonly supposed 
that the differences between K. 7 and I. 21 are owing to the 
same sort of loose quotation from K. as in the case of I. 22. 

But I raise the question whether this explanation is the prob
able one. 

1) In the first place, the interpretation of the tenses in v. 21 

as jussives could not be more unfortunate in the present 
poaition of the verse. We would certainly expect at this point 
the historical tenses found at K. 7. Thia was so strongly felt 
by Kamphausen and Guthe (in Kautzsch's translation, first ed.) 
that, following a hint of Geseniua, they emended I. 21 to the 
historical tenses in agreement with K. 7. This is such a simple 
and obvious way out of the difficulty that one wonders why 
the present form of v. 21 came to be adopted in the first place, 
since it is absolutely inconsistent with its present position. 
Further, it is to be noted that I. 21 does not contain any 
equivalent for K.'s ~n~; but it is that form which determines 
the historical interpretation of the tenses in K. 7 as necessary. 
The fact that the verb which neceuitates the historical inter
pretation of K. 7 is omitted in I. 21 is strong evidence against 
the proposed pointing of the tenses in I. 21 as historical. 

2) In the next place we have seen that «; and Syriac already 
read jussives at K. 7. The fact that I. 21, 1l'11ich, ex hypothesi, 
depends upon K. 'l, also reads jussives is the strongest sort of 
corroboration that the jussive construction u:as an original 
element in the text of K. 'l and was not dne to a later har
monizing tendency in the Versions. This does not mean, how
ever, that jussive tenses should be substituted for the historical 
tenses at K. 7. In that case no reference to the fact of the cure 
would be found in K. Again the presence of V1J?~ after ,np 
of the Hebrew or after the preferable reading, ~Mir., of Targum 
and Syriac prevents the jussive interpretation of the verbs. 11 

2$ Burney (Note, on Hebrew tut of the Books of King,) i■ certainly 
followiug II wroug lead wheu he delete■ this exceptioually important 
\IIP,~- He thereby throws away the key to the criticism of the pa11age. 
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What the textual evidence very strongly nggeets is that both 
the historical and the j11SBive tenses once stood in K. 7. On 
this supposition the gap already noticed in K. 7 b would be 
filled out. The text of K. 7 would then have originally read as 
follows: 

a) And llllliah llllid: Let tb~ take a cake of figs 1111d lay it OD 

the boil and he will reeonr. b) And they took it and laid n OD 

the boil 1111d he reeovered. 
The almost exact similarity in Hebrew between the two 

clauses accounts for the omission of one of them. The Hebrew 
of K. fortunately presened the second clause. 6 and Syriac of 
K. and also the Helwew of I. 21 presened the other clause.• 
Thll8, not the substitution of jll89ivea for historical tenses by 6 
and Syriac at K. 7 b wu intentional, but the omi.ssion of tbe 
entire cla118e, K. 7 b, may have been, in order to furnish an 
easier transition to what folloWL This omission would be 
facilitated by the similarity in Hebrew between the conjectured 
original forms of v. u and v. 7 b. 

3) In view of the fact that the narrative, K. 20 t-7, ends 
appropriately with the historical statement of Hezekiah's cure, 
the deduction of Stade, which hu now become the common
place of criticism, that the sign is a later accretion to the text 
becomes irresistible. 17 But with the establishment of the fuller 
original form of K. 7, it can now be seen how the sign might 
have become quite easily attached to the preceding narrative. 
When the clause containing the historical tense dropped out 
through accident or waa purposely deleted, the clause contain
ing the jussives would furnish, as bas just been noted, an 
easy transition to the episode of the sign. This intermediate 

21 It i• intereeting to aee that Kloetermann ahnoet arrived at thia 
view, for he 1uggeets in a tentative way that K. 7 should be read u a 
command in accordance with • 1111d I. 11, but that the hi1torical form, 
repreaented by the Hebrew, once atood after K. n. Meinhold ignores 
the claim, of the junive interpretation to conaideration, bnt removes 
the whole of K. 7 to a place af'ter K. n. Both thege acholara thna 
deprive themselvea of the elne to the critical analy•i• of the paaaage. 

~, To take K. 7 aa anticipative of the final reault9, (Hitz., De., Che. 
in Co111t1U111tary but sub98qoently ab1111doned in favor of Stade in Intro.) 
can hardly be regarded a.a probable. 
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form of the narrative is not now represented in either of our 
parallel Hebrew accounts. But fj and Syriac and the Hebrew 
oC I. 21 furnish evidence that it once existed in Kings, and I 
submit the follo\\ing evidence, though "ith some misgivings, 
that it also once existed in a somewhat modified form in Isaiah. 

a.) We have seen that I. 21 presents at lea.st one variant, 
me\ which is interesting. At first eight this word, found only 
here, might seem to claim greater originality than the more 
colorless word, '10''£'\ of K. 18 But if I. 21 is, as seems clear, a 
later accretion to Isaiah, this view is by no means so certain. 
The technical term may have been due to the glossator's desire 
to display a little medical terminology. In any eaae, it ia not 
due simply to carelessness in citation. 28 It is vouched for in 
ti oC I. 21. We have also seen that in its present form I. 21 

could not ha\"e stood between TS. 8 and 7. But at this point 
Gi again presents us with an interesting variant whose possible 
significance has been overlooked. Ci makes v. 21 a direct 
address to Hezekiah: "And Isaiah .~aid to Hezekiah, Take 
[imper. sing.] a ca1,e of figs and rt1'1 it (mC) and place it30 

(npon the boil, Syro-hex) and thou shalt recover." Now it is 
not claimed that the Hebrew text which may lie back of 6 
represents the original text of K. 7. That text is assured. On 
the other hand, why the Hebrew text back of • of I. 21 should 
be thus modified iu its present position is insoluble. The point 
to remember in dealing with I. 21 is that neither the Hebrew 
text nor the Greek text can be accounted for in the present 
position of the verse. It is the recognition of thia fact that 
lies at the basis of the earlier attempts to ins1:rt I. 21 between 
vs. e and 7. Both readings are out of all harmony with the 
position of I. 21 at the end of the narrative. Why should mere 
looseness in citation take thia very peculiar and incomprehensible 
form? And here it is to be noticed that the direct address to 
Hezekiah of • still further aggravates the difficulties of jj's 

29 So Koo .. Meioh. 
~• On the other hand 1111&" would seem to be due to carelesane11. The 

textual evidenee is overwhelmingly in favor of some form of the verb 
np',, which is also preserved in • of I. 11. 

ao a,, ia II conflate. 
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jussives in the present position. But what bas th111 far not 
been obsened is that v. 21 in fj's form could very easily be 
fitted in between vs. e and 7. I raise the question whether . 
K. 7 a, as reconstructed with its jnssives, could not have been 
deliberately reformulated in 6's form of L 21 (K. 7 b with its 
historical tenses being omitted either by accident or intention), 
in order to form a point of attachment in Isaiah for the later 
episode of the sign? The Isaiah text would then have read 
after v. a: 

And Isaiah &&id to Hezekiah: Take a cake or figa ancl rub it (on 
the boil) and thou shalt reco't'er. Aud thia ahall be a aign unto 
thee ... 

On this theory the diJJerence in phrasing of I. 21 in f; is not 
due to carelessness in citation but to deliberate purpose and 
the substitution of ff'l0 for err, may have been intended to 
impart an air of originality to the reformulation. The present 
position of L 21 in the I form might then, indeed, be due to 
a simple accident, in agreemeni: with the second theory of the 
origin of the verse described above. It was accidentally omitted 
from between v. & and v. 1, then added to the margin, probably 
opposite v. &, from which place it foUDd its way into its present 
position after the interpolation of Hezekiah's hymn. The 
present Hebrew form of L 21 may then be regarded as a partial 
correction of the Hebrew back of 6's form of v. 21, a correction 
based on K. 7 a as reconstructed above. That is, the present 
form of v. 21 in jj emends the second singular imperatives of 
fj \o the j1188ives which once stood in K. 7 a, but retains the 
peculiar rn0 which first appeared in the Hebrew back of L 21. 

This theory is admittedly complicated, but ao are the phenomena 
which it UDderta.kes to explain. Its merits are two: 

1) It seeks to explain more adequately than has been done 
the peculiar formulations of L 21 both in tJ and I. We have 
seen that the Hebrew text in it.a present form could never 
have stood between I. & and 7. Hence the two theories referred 
to above which supposed that I. 21 was transferred, either 
deliberately or through accident, to its present position were 
temporarily rejected. But the third theory which sought to 
accoUDt for I. ~1 simply as a loose reminiscence of K. 7, added 
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by a later glossator who missed an allusion to the fig poultice, 
is not satisfactory, either. Why should this looseness in citation 
result in a form of the verse (the juasives) totally inappropriate 
to the position assigned to it in Isaiah at the end of the 
narrative? Why did not the glossator adopt the more appro
priate historical form which is found at K. 7 b? The suggestion 
was made that I. 21 witnesses to a text at K. 7 in which the 
jll8Bive form once actually appeared. But this in itself does not 
solve our problem, for if K. 7 once contained both the jU8Bives 
and the historical tenses in agreement with our reconstruction 
above, why should the glossator select the least fitting of the 
two clanses (the jussive&) to insert at the end of Isaiah's 
account? Thus, mere looseneBB of citation cannot account for 
I. 21. The citation in its present form and position is not 
merely loose, it is absurd. Accordingly, an element of truth is 
to be found in the theories which inferred from the form of 
v. 21 that it must have originally stood at an earlier point in 
the narrative. We then turned to the Greek form of I. 21 and 
discovered that, while the Hebrew form of the verse could 
never have stood l-etween I. a and 7, the Greek form of the 
verse could do that very thing. The Hebrew back of the Greek 
form was then considered to be a purposed reformulation of 
tLe jussive form which originally stood at K. 7 a, in order to 
attach to it the account of the sign as now found in Isaiah. 
This form then became misplaced by accident, found its way 
into its present position, and was subsequently corrected back 
into the jussive form of the present Hebrew text of I. 21 on 
the basis of K. 7 a, but loosely corrected (cf. itcr). Here lies 
the element of truth in the third theory of the origin of this 
verse. 31 

2) The second advantage to be gained from the above 
reconstructions is that they provide an earlier form of the 
narrative originally ending at K. 7 (the cure of Hezekiah) to 
which the episode of the sign could easily be later attached. 

31 It ahould be noted that v. H ie also clearly I!. loose citation and 
aleo absurd iu ita present position. But this veree wae almoat certainly 
added after v. n came to occupy its present position. 
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To sum up the conclusioD.8 of this study: 1) The most 
original form of the account of Hezekiah's sickness ended with 
K. 7. SI) The original form of K. 7 read: And Isaiah ,aid, Let 
them take a cake of fi,gB and let them lay it up1m the boil and 
he shall recover (r. 7 a jusBive,). And they took it, and laid it 
on the boil and he recovered (v. 7 b hiBtorical). 3) Thia early 
form of the account was subsequently enlarged by the epiaode 
of the sign. in L a) This episode was originally introduced by 
a clause which was a reformulation of K. 7 a and in which the 
jussivea were changed to the second singular imperative, ad
dressed to Hezekiah: .And Isaiah ,aid to Hezekiah, Take a 
cake of figs and rub it (o,i the boil) and thou ,halt recover. 
(Thia form is now retained only in 6 of L 21.) b) This intro
duction was followed by vs. 7 and s in the following form: And 
this shall be the sign to thee from Jahweh that Jahweh will 
do this thing which he hath promised. Behold I will cause 
the BUn to return the (ten?) Bteps u·hich it has go,ie down on 
the steps of Ahaz; and the S1m returned teri steps on the steps 
on which it had go,ie down. 4) Still later L 21 in l's form 
was lost by some accident from its original position between 
I. s and 7, and finally found its way back into the text in its 
preaent position. 5) In certain manuscripts it was corrected 
on the basis of K. 7 a back again to juaaives, as now represented 
by the Hebrew of v. 21. 6) Meanwhile, after the lou of I. 21 

((i's form) from its original place between Ls and 7, the sign 
of the sun was subjected to the modification of the sign of the 
shadow now found in K. eb-11. This modification was mainly 
in the interest of establishing a contrast between Hezekiah, the 
pious son, who asked for a. sign, and Ahaz, the impious father, 
who refused the offer of the sign. The text of K. originally 
read: And Hezekiah said unto Isaiah, What iB the rigt1 that 
Jahweh will heal t11e and that I shall go 11p 011 the third day 
unto the house of Jahwe.h? A11d Isaiah said, This sl ll be 
the sign to thee from Jahweh that Jahweh will do the tl1ing 
that he promised-Shall the shadow go (forward) ten steps or 
shall it return ten steps? And Hezekiah said, It iB a light 
thing for the shadow to decline ten steps, nay, but the shadow 
shall return backwards ten steps. And Isaiah the prophet 
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called unto Jahweh aml he caused the shadow to retur11 (on 
the steps?) backwarcls ten steps. 7) Finally, after I. 21 came 
into its present position and was corrected on the basis of 
K. 7 a into its present Hebrew form, v. 22 was also added (an 
abbreviation of K. s). 

It is at once admitted that much of what has just been 
stated is of 11. highly speculative nature. But it is believed 
that it does some sort of justice to all the exegetical and text
critical data. These, on their face, are of the most puzzling 
description, and probably no absolutely certain solution of the 
complicated process which is responsible for them will ever 
be forth-coming. But whatever may be said of the various 
refinements upon Stade's theory proposed above, the theory 
itself in its two main features, namely that the episode of the 
sign was not an original part of the narrative, and that the 
sign itself went through an expansion in K.'s form as contrasteil 
with l.'s, seems to be established. In that case the passage is 
one of the most interesting and convincing instances we have 
in the Old Testament of the growth of 11. legend. We can see 
it starting "ith an historical nucleus and rapidly taking on 
miraculous character. Tlte fact, akw, that this growth can be 
observed i11 one of tlte Isaiah narratives should put us 011 our 
guard when we come to the other and historically far more 
important naiTative of the Sennacherib campaign. 




